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Toom Modular Sofa

Care Guide



Do that regularly:

1. Keep cushions comfy by plumping firmly from the outside 
edges after use.

2. Turn and rotate the cushions to avoid uneven wear if 
you've got a favorite snuggle spot.

3. To avoid wrinkles, straighten the fabric with your hands 
from time to time

4. Vacuum regularly using the upholstery nozzle to remove 
dust and avoid fluff and pilling.

Better don’t do that:

1. Avoid improper use such as sitting on the back or armrests.

2. Never use concentrated detergents or bleach, ammonia, 
optical brighteners, or soap intended for hard surfaces.

3. Do not wash fabrics in laundry machines or 
dry clean.

Oops, stain? We got you!

Love changes? 

1. Soak up spilled liquids immediately with an absorbent 
napkin or cloth by dabbing gently towards the centre of 
the stain.

1. To avoid damaging the floor, legs and mountings 
when you move your furniture, make sure you lift it 
rather than pull or push it. 

2. When your sofa is larger than a three-seater, divide it 
into separate two-seater units. That’s done, move the 
compartments to the desired location and merge into the 
initial set-up (lift them rather than pull or push to avoid 
damaging the floor, legs, and mountings).

2. We do not recommend spot cleaning of individual 
marks and stains as it damages the fabric and causes 
color loss.

3. Avoid rubbing the material hard.

4. If necessary, add a little neutral detergent. Use a 
hairdryer to avoid watermarks.

If the stain persists, consult a specialist cleaner. If you've

spilled something that might leave a stain (like red wine),

it's best to ask a professional for help.

Contact us

Need our help? Contact us at support@noo.ma.

Visit www.noo.ma for more information. 
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A little of care goes a long way. Go through our short list of dos and don’ts, learn 
how to get the stains out and read how to safely move your furniture. Two minutes 
well spent guaranteed.


